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Under a Medlar Tree
SYD HARREX
Adelaide, Lythrum Press, 2004
46 pp., ISBN 0975126083
The fruit of the medlar tree becomes edible only at the point of decay. Syd Harrex’s fifth
book of verse, Under a Medlar Tree, plays on this idea even as the epigraph, extracted from
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, points us suggestively in the direction of sexual tribula-
tions and fertile vaginal openings. Ever since his remarkable Atlantis and Other Islands,
published more than 20 years ago, Harrex has sought to describe the co-presence of eros
and thanatos, the possibilities of sex and life in the midst of death, ruin and shipwreck.
This obsession, I think, is not just thematic though it is that too. First and foremost it
concerns the operations of a poetic language anchored to the metaphor. A maximalist
poet, Harrex is aware that the metaphor remorselessly devours the combinatory parts
that bring it into being and that an elegiac strain forever haunts all moments of image
making. As he writes in “The Other Night”: “The tenacious grain of elegy / impregnating
solitude / like a fingerprint of finite flesh / leaves us choking on lack of breath”. It is this
primary sense of poetic language as both eulogy and elegy that lends Harrex’s verse its
peculiar wisdom. Remarkably, this wisdom is never based on compromising jouissance,
the sensual, childlike pleasures of framing a text. Always alert to the spirit of language,
Harrex is able to touch on a certain theory of poetic composition while, simultaneously,
capturing the fragilities of affection by taking note of what, alive, is so often taken for
granted: 
How the things that seem to touch you least
can hurt the most, how the elegy lingers.
Like our cat’s fur between my fingers, as I
prepare to carry her in a sling of a blanket,
sunset-faded pink, perforated by mice,
to the grave I have just been digging.
(“Burial”)
The weight of the affect falls on the blanket, its faded and mice-eaten condition. There
is self-recrimination here, as the persona admits to his love for a pet that was simply a
blank feature in a domestic tableau. What follows is a moment of troubled recognition,
a kind of muted epiphany, engendered by what is now absent from the residence—the
cat, her effects—but hurtfully present in the habitus of memory and emotion. And all
this begins with the poet’s sense of the non-tactility of language and its paradoxical
capacity to stimulate, to rouse a hurricane of emotions in both marrow and bone.
A master of the metaphor, Harrex relies heavily on the visual sense to kickstart
many of his poems. He may be incited to verse by the various impressions of light and
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shade (“Solstice Hour-Glass” and “In a Japanese Garden”) or by the mood-tones induced
by a particular colour: 
I hadn’t realised before how grey greyness is,
that most boring, uninspiring of colours
outside the rainbow spectrum; much maligned
and totally neglected as a source of beauty.
(“Late Afternoon, Granite Island”)
He goes on to show how grey infuses everything (thereby deftly invoking all that isn’t
grey); the poem, however, would have petered out were it not for the sestet-like
movement of the final six lines that shrewdly turns what is a negative into a positive of
sorts: 
Yet I take heart from the majestic endorsement
of the jetty whose wood has greyed to total greyness,
while generations have sulked and cried spilt
milk, and does its job as it always has,
supporting departures and arrivals greyly
in a black and white movie as time goes by.
(“Late Afternoon, Granite Island”)
Harrex never attempts to extract a symbol from the image but ends up making a
symbolic point nonetheless. It is precisely the granite-like neutrality of the jetty-image
that makes us sit up and take notice, that alerts us to its detached, crepuscular and yet
majestic role in a passage that seems, at first glance, about the banalities of ferry arrivals
and departures. The montage image of the last filmic line, however, starts to ripple out
across the text until the whole poem is saturated by a metaphysical sorrow for all that’s
lost to time, for all those whose arrivals and departures occur spectrally in someone’s
memory or in a home movie, or inside a poem. In the end we are left with a theology
of grief, but also a stoical acceptance of the transitory nature of all ferry crossings.
Sudesh Mishra
Deakin University
Guyana and the Caribbean: Reviews, Essays and Interviews
FRANK BIRBALSINGH
Chichester, Dido, 2004
313 pp., ISBN 1 90211 541 4
Reviewing the 50th anniversary issue of Kyk-Over-Al, the Guyanese journal formerly
edited by A.J. Seymour, Frank Birbalsingh concludes that “In the end [it] is packed with
too much diversity for it all to be illustrated in a short review” (69). Likewise, the wide-
ranging scope of Guyana and the Caribbean will no doubt elude comprehensive summary.
In the present volume the critic, probably best known for the volume of essays
Passion and Exile, and the Indo-Caribbean based anthology Jahaji Bhai, compiles
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